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this year was an eventpacked month which saw the
happening and success of the highly
anticipated 16th Western Circuit Sailing
Regatta over two weekends, in
addition to the 2013 Sailing elections,
our annual Sail Camp and farewells for
Leonard, Yuhui and catherine who are
going on exchange/work overseas!
School has also started for the majority
of us, much to the dismay of everyone.
That being said, it hasn’t stopped the
sailors from partying on the last day of
August, or even consuming beer in
Kopitiam after elections!

Before the Sail Camp and Western
Circuit features in the following pages,
let us just congratulate the 10 th
Executive Committee members who
were elected on 28th August 2013! The
final positions are as follows:President: Colin Lim
Vice-president: Lionel Wee
Training & Development: Bryan
Chan
Secretary: Judith Chen
Finance: Lydia
Logistics: Liwen Chen.
MarComms: Darice

From left to right (Top Row): Bryan, Liwen, Collin, Lionel, Lydia, Darice, Judith
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SAIL CAMP

By Terena Lam

THIS year’s sail camp took place over

the long National Day weekend. It
started with what was thought to be a
highly anticipated mass massacre
called paintball. Unfortunately, due to
the busy lives our sailors’ lead, we were
left with 8 brave warriors to fend for their
respective batch at Red Dynasty
Paintball Park at Bottle Tree Park.
Decked out in Long Four, we ended up
having a face off between juniors and
seniors. Balls of coloured vegetable oil
could be seen flying across the
battlefield, 1% getting bull’s eye hits
while the other 99% ricocheting off the
tin canned obstacles. Our brave
warriors came out of the battlefield
mostly unharmed except for a few
swollen bruises. The action packed

video can be found here (xxxx), thanks to
our videographer Gwen.
As with all sailing gatherings, a feast was
in order. Three tables full of hungry sailors
filled Peperonis @ Zion Road. We had a
friendly manager attending to our table,
maybe too over friendly especially with a
certain someone. All in all, “Sono così
pieno!” was all we could say after having
four 21” pizzas. After dinner, we did a
route march to the Zouk bridge in hopes
of catching a glimpse of the fireworks. We
managed to get our ears tantalized with
the booming sound of the fireworks more
than anything else. The miniscule sight of
the fireworks from where we were was
beautiful nonetheless. The night ended
with the new addiction, Heads Up!
complimented by drinks for the losers.
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SAIL CAMP 2013
The afternoon of 10th August saw our
sailors getting ready for the ultimate test
of which batch encompassed the two
most vital skills in sailing: drinking and
actually sailing. The bar to bar race
started with a briefing of the course
(attach picture) followed by a safety
briefing by the umpires. Upon the sound
off by Andrea, the first leg of the race to
finish three jugs of beer started; there
was the clanging of mugs on the table
and the horrible feeling of purging from
drinking too fast. One could only
imagine the chaos that ensued for the
second leg.
The year 4s joined by “lao jiao” Winfred,
was the first to finish the three jugs of
beer (not surprising given the amount of
training all of them had during
exchange). After drawing SMUmad, they
were off to do the sailing leg of the
competition. The next to follow was the
year 3s drawing JMM in turn. Closely
following behind was the year 1s
drawing SMUve. In their excitement, the
year 2s attempted to beat the year 3s at
unberthing, however their engine died
(which can be attributed to amateur
hour of getting the spring line caught in
the engine propeller). Out at sea, the
calm sailing on the year 4 boat could
only be expected of them. The year 3s
however, had three people hoisting the
spin on a reach against the commands
of Chong the skipper; they even had
two people on human brace at one
point in time, arguing who could do it
better. Only high-pitched screams and
apparently an order that Judith is not
allowed to suck the spin for Vince could
be heard from the year 2 boat.
The final leg saw the sailors having to
unrig before they had to chug the final
jug of beer. Although the year 1s had to
have help with the return journey due to
engine problems, they nonetheless
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OUR UMPIRES

SAIL CAMP 2013

Year 4s

Year 3s

completed the race with utmost
sportsmanship. The winner was the year
3s, with the year 2s coming in a close
second by 15 seconds after corrected
timing.
Still on a high from the 2nd day’s bar to bar
race, the bidding for penalties began for
“Out Wit. Out Play. Out Race.” Basically
it’s a year-on-year fleet race where
Year 2s
anyone could dish out the penalties (that
they had successfully bid for) during the
race. Drawing of boats began after the bid, year 1s had SMUmad, year 2s had
SMUve and year 3s had Shengli. The year 1s came back fighting with a vengeance.
The race was basically a race between the year 1s and year 3s where they were
dishing out penalties like 360 and starboard roundings on each other. The year 2s
took a more laid back approach, dishing out penalties from behind. The year 3s
emerged champions again in this race, with the year 1s coming in second and the
year 2s third.
After all the excitement from the 3D2N sail camp, the overall champions were the
year 3s, receiving the championship cup as a prize. The year 2s were second and the
year 1s were third. The camp ended with a hearty dinner at a Vietnamese restaurant,
Nam Nam in Raffles City. Hopefully the bonds and memories forged during this camp
would be one that would last a lifetime.

Out Wit. Out Play. Out race.
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THE

morning of the long-awaited
SMU-RM Western Circuit Sailing
Regatta began with the latest batch of
SMU sailors waiting anxiously for the
arrival of all sailors. As Western Circuit
was recognized as a student-run
Community Service program this year, it
saw a large pool of about forty
enthusiastic SMU Student volunteers
aiding in the various departments, both
and off water. With Western Circuit
being Singapore’s largest keelboat
sailing event annually, this year’s signups of an amazing 64 boats spread
over 8 classes, just further emphasized
this. We should also not forget our
counterparts from Sailability Singapore
who joined Western this year, bringing
an additional 16 access boats racing
on the second day.
16th

This year, SMU sent 2 Platus and one J24
to compete in the IRCB and J24 classes.
We even sent an SB20 this year, to
compete in one of the largest and most
competitive SB20 classes of all Western

Circuits, with about 20 SB20 sign-ups. It was
definitely a rare sight to see so many of our
very own alumni sailing on JMM and
scattered throughout the bigger boats of
Waka Tere, Foxy Lady VI and WindSikher.
The first day of racing was met with light
winds at the start, with stronger winds
towards the later part of the afternoon as a
storm approached. However, at the end of
the day, all SMU boats still did well despite
the large changes in winds and weather,
with SMUmad and Shengli, helmed by the
Lim brothers, achieving a bullet for all races
that day. However, this was probably to the
dismay of a certain TDO who had agreed
to take 2 shots for every bullet scored during
Western Circuit. And as usual, every day of
sailing leaves us with those silly moments for
us to look back on with this day being no
different. The crew onboard SMUmad
helmed by Collin would definitely
remember starting their first race with their
top mainsail baton half-out, and Vince
having witnessed the baton leave its
pocket, attempting to catch it, but
4
catching air instead.
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1 6 t h We s t e r n C i r c u i t S a i l i n g R e g a t t a
Smuve, helmed by Alexi, had its own fair
share of drama as well, with Chen Liwen
having carefully coiled SMUve’s red
spinsheet, only to let it fall prey to Poseidon
immediately after.
With the second day of racing being a
passage race for sailors in the IRC category,
sailors of these classes set out to a rather
exciting day of racing in rather strong
winds. This long passage race turned out to
be filled with numerous wind shifts, and
strong currents. It was also a rare sight to
see one or two huge boats getting
beached as they attempted to hug the
shore, but apparently too tightly. However,
what was very commendable would be
SMUve’s bullet in this passage race, despite
having OCSed, and starting behind all
other boats.
The last day called for an intense racing
time out at sea, for a few boats depended
on their performance in the last race to get
themselves to the top of the class, while for
others, they were just a couple of points
away from a change in position, for better
or worse. The races passed with good
winds, and a tough fight between boats of
the IRCB category and SB20 classes, with
SMUXY attaining a commendable top 10 in
the first race that day, and Calvin Lim
having secured too many bullets, so much
so that he let Wei Chong take the helm for
the last day’s races. Not to mention the
action onboard SMUXY, with Chris almost
getting spearheaded by another boat’s
pole during the first race.
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1 6 t h We s t e r n C i r c u i t S a i l i n g R e g a t t a
All in all, all SMU boats fought hard to improve their positions, or
to be at the top of the ranks, with SMUmad coming in 2nd and
SMUve attaining a 4th in the IRCB category, Shengli attaining their
expected 1st in the J24 category, and SMUXY attaining a
commendable 16th amidst the intense competition in the SB20
fleet. 	
  

And Yarh Meh
saves the day
again, on another
boat
The regatta ended with a closing ceremony at
the Raffles Marina ballroom, with a total of 36
full tables of sailors and their families. This
year’s Western Circuit was attended by over
20 VIPs, including president of Singapore
Management University, Professor Arnoud De
Meyer, President of Raffles Marina, Mr Francis
Lee, Mr Hugh Lim Deputy Secretary for
(Community, Youth and Sports), Ministry of
Community, Culture and Youth, and Mr Henry
Tan, Executive director of Singapore Disability
Sports Council. One attending the ceremony	
  
would have felt the collective excitement within the room, as
the sailors sang along and danced to the performances by The
Rare Returns and SMU Samba Masala, while enjoying the wide
spread of delicious food from the buffet line.
	
  

Angsty Alexi
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1 6 t h We s t e r n C i r c u i t S a i l i n g R e g a t t a
At the end of the day, another eventful
Western Circuit regatta had passed, leaving
each one attending or organizing this event
with fond memories to keep. Although,
none of this would be possible without the
support from the office of student life,
President of SMU, Professor Arnoud De
Meyer and Raffles Marina. Special mention
goes to our father-figure Andrew Tam who
has guided us patiently through the many
months of planning.
But with the renewing of the Memorandum
of understanding, and as Mr Gordon
Maxted expressed, we can all look forward
to many more exciting Western Circuit
regattas ahead of us, in the years to come.

Signing of the Memorandum
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